
Go Figure: Representing the Human Form in Painting
Instructor: Richard Hull

This class will explore ways of representing the figure in painting. Whether 
observed or imagined, all figurative painting requires invention. Maintaining 
the believability of that invention, no matter how “unreal” it might become, 
will be the focus of the class. We will look at a range of figurative 
representation, from the ancient to the present. After a series of drawing 
and painting assignments involving shape, scale and distortion, we will 
move on to self-directed figurative paintings that will engage the whole 
language of painting.

Schedule (subject to all kind of change)


There will be frequent slide shows of historical and contemporary 
paintings.


Sunday July 16

Introduction to class

Room set up


Monday July 17

Individual drawings of hands, legs torsos and heads

Exquisite Corpse Drawings


Tuesday July 18

Morning Drawing: Attributes of a Relative

Paint from the Exquisite Corpse Drawings

Assignment: Take photos of the shadow of yourself and others


Wednesday July 19

Morning Drawing: Draw the studio and classmates

Work on Exquisite Corpse painting


Thursday July 20

Morning Drawing: Draw 20 versions of your shoe

Paint from the shadow images




Friday July 21

Morning Drawing: Draw a figure or face rearranging the parts

Finish Shadow paintings

Begin making Playdoh figures

Find/make an environment for the Playdoh figures


Saturday July22

Morning Drawing:Draw the environments of Oxbow, rooms/studios and 
landscape

Paint from the Playdoh figures


Sunday July 23

Morning Drawing: Draw a figure where nothing matches, i.e. each hand is 
drawn differently 

Finish Playdoh painting


Monday July 24

Morning Drawing: Combine parts of all the assignments thus far into one 
composition.

Paint, combining parts of all the assignments thus far into one 
composition


Tuesday July 25

Self-directed paintings


Wednesday July 26

Self-directed paintings


Thursday July 27

Self-directed paintings


Friday July 28

Finish Self-directed paintings

Clean studio, remove all materials

Hang work for final critique/ Open House



